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Str. 98 / cv. 2: Translate. Write the English sentences into your exercise book. 

1) Nevěděl, kam šli. 
= He didn’t know where they had gone. 

2) Ptala se, kde jste se to naučili. 
= She asked where you had learnt it. 

3) Chtěli vědět, jak dlouho už ji znáš. 
= They wanted to know how long you had known her. 

4) Byla zvědavá, proč ho jeho manželka opustila. 
= She wondered why his wife had left him. 

5) Věděl jsem, jak se to stalo. 
= I knew how it had happened. 

 

Str. 99 / cv. 4: Find the meanings of the words. Write the synonyms or the 
explanations into your exercise books. 

annual - something that happens every year 

booked for speeding - charged; when you have to pay money for driving too  
fast 
cancer - tumor; a disease when the cells in the body grow more than they  
should and cause problems 

check-up - a regular visit to a doctor so he can see if everything is all right 

easy-going - a person who is calm, gentle and mild-tempered 

gynaecologist - a doctor who helps women with sexual matters 

heart condition - heart problem; a problem with the heart that prevents it from 
functioning normally 
heart attack - cardiac arrest; an event when the heart artery is blocked and the  
heart muscles don’t get enough oxygen 

insurance - an arrangement with an insurance company when you get money if 
something happens to you 
labour - work, effort; the act of using energy to perform tasks 
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life expectancy - life span; the amount of years someone is expected to live 

overweight - fat, obese; a person who has too much fat in their body 

relaxed - content, at ease; a person who is happy and not in any stress 
require - demand, request; to need something 
score - number, record, count; the total amount of points made by person or a  
group of people 
spouse - a person’s wife or husband 
treat - to act or behave towards someone in a certain way 
urban - city; something related to a city or a town 
 

Str. 99 / cv. 5: Make your own dialogues. 

např. 

I would like to go to London next Friday. 

Do you want to go on the morning or afternoon flight? 

In the morning, please. 

One moment, I will have a look and see if there are any seats for the ten o’clock  
flight left. 

 

Str. 100 / cv. 4: Express your opinion. Tell the other whether you agree with 
the statement or not, and why. 

např. 

Mobile phones deprive you of your privacy 

It can certainly seem that, nowadays, people have a lot less free time and time 
for themselves that they used to have before. This is a bit of a paradox, cause 
while the technological advancements of our age have given us many 
advantages that should’ve given us more free time, it has also allowed us to be 
more connected and reachable, we are able to take our work with us home and 
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therefore we spend more time worrying about our jobs than we should. It, 
however, largely depends on the people as to how much of their personal life 
they allow to be stolen from them. 
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